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Abstract. Numerical approximation of the solution of partial differential equations
plays an important role in many areas such as engineering, mechanics, physics, chem-
istry, biology... for computer-aided design-analysis, computer-aided decision-making or
simply better understanding. The fidelity of the simulations with respect to reality is
achieved through the combined efforts to derive: (i) better models, (ii) faster numeri-
cal algorithm, (iii) more accurate discretization methods and (iv) improved large scale
computing resources. In many situations, including optimization and control, the same
model, depending on a parameter that is changing, has to be simulated over and over,
multiplying by a large factor (up to 100 or 1000) the solution procedure cost of one sim-
ulation. The reduced basis method allows to define a surrogate solution procedure, that,
thanks to the complementary design of fidelity certificates on outputs, allows to speed
up the computations by two to three orders of magnitude while maintaining a sufficient
accuracy. We present here the basics of this approach for linear and non linear elliptic
and parabolic PDE’s.
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1. Introduction

Let us consider a class of problems depending on a parameter µ ∈ D set in the
form: find u ≡ u(µ) ∈ X such that F(u;µ) = 0 (we do not specify much at
this point what D is, it could be a subset of R, or Rp, or even a subset of func-
tions). Such problems arise in many situations such as e.g. optimization, control or
parameter-identification problems, response surface or sensibility analysis. In case
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F is written through partial differential equations, the problem may be station-
ary or time dependent but in all these cases, a solution u(µ) has to be evaluated
or computed for many instances of µ ∈ D. Even well optimized, the favorite
discretization method of yours will lead to very heavy computations in order to
approximate all these solutions and decision may not be taken appropriately due
to too large computer time for reliable simulations.

The approach discussed in this paper will not aim at presenting an alternative
to your favorite discretization, more the contrary. The idea is that, in many cases,
your discretization will help in constructing a surrogate method that will allow
to mimick it or at least to do the spadework on the evaluation of the optimal or
control solution. The complexity of the equations resulting from this approach will
be very low, enabling very fast solution algorithms. No miracle though, the method
is based on a learning strategy concept, and, for a new problem, the preliminary
off-line preparation is much time consuming. It is only after this learning step that
the full speed of the method can be appreciated on-line, paying off the cost of the
off-line preparation step. During the first step, we evaluate accurately, based on
your prefered solver, a few solutions to F(u;µ) = 0; actually, any discretization
method is good enough here. In the second step, that is involved on request and
on-line, the discretization method that has been used earlier is somehow forgotten
and a new discretization approach is constructed based on a new ad-hoc basis set
(named “reduced basis”) built out from the previous computations. In many cases
the method proves very efficient and — even though the complete understanding of
the reasons why it is working so well are not mastered — an a posteriori error theory
allows to provide fidelity certificates on outputs computed from the reduced-basis
-discretized solution. This method is valid in case the set S(D) = {u(µ), µ ∈ D}
has a simple (hidden) structure, the solution u(µ) has to be regular enough in µ.
We provide some explanations on the rational of the reduced basis approximation
in section 2 and present the method in the elliptic case. In section 3 we give more
rigorous explanation on the rapid convergence of the method on a particular case.
This is complemented in section 4 by an analysis of a posteriori tools that provide
fidelity certificate for outputs computed from the reduced basis approximation.
Section 5 tells more about the track to follow to be convinced that the method
will “work” on the particular problem of yours. The efficient implementation of
the reduced basis method needs some care, we present in section 6 some of the
required tools. Finally we end this paper by providing in section 7 some of the
new directions we are currently working on.

2. Basics and rational of the reduced basis approach

The reduced basis method consists in approximating the solution u(µ) of a pa-
rameter dependent problem F(u;µ) = 0 by a linear combination of appropriate,
preliminary computed, solutions u(µi) for well chosen parameters µi, i = 1, . . . , N .
The rational of this approach, stands in the fact that the set S(D) = {u(µ) of all
solutions when µ ∈ µ} behaves well. In order to apprehend in which sense the
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good behavior of S(D) should be understood, it is helpfull to introduce the notion
of n-width following Kolmogorov [8] (see also [14])

Definition 2.1. Let X be a normed linear space, A be a subset of X and Xn be
a generic n-dimensional subspace of X. The deviation of A from Xn is

E(A;Xn) = sup
x∈A

inf
y∈Xn

‖x− y‖X .

The Kolmogorov n-width of A in X is given by

dn(A,X) = inf{E(A;Xn) : Xn an n-dimensional subspace of X}
= inf

Xn

sup
x∈A

inf
y∈Xn

‖x− y‖X . (1)

The n-width of A thus measures the extent to which A may be approximated
by a n-dimensional subspace of X. There are many reasons why this n-width
may go rapidly to zero as n goes to infinity. In our case, where A = S(D), we
can refer to regularity of the solutions u(µ) with respect to the parameter µ, or
even to analyticity. Indeed, an upper bound for the asymptotic rate at which
the convergence to zero is achieved is provided by this example from Kolmogorov
stating that dn(B̃(r)

2 ;L2) = O(n−r) where B̃
(r)
2 is the unit ball in the Sobolev

space of all 2π-periodic real valued, (r − 1)-times differentiable functions whose
(r − 1)st derivative is absolutely continuous and whose rth derivative belongs to
L2. Actually, exponential convergence is achieved when analyticity exists in the
parameter dependency. The knowledge of the rate of convergence is not sufficient:
of theoretical interest is the determination of the (or at least one) optimal finite
dimensional space Xn that realizes the infimum in dn, provided it exists. For
practical reasons, we want to restrict ourselves to finite dimensional spaces that
are spanned by elements of S(D).

This might increase the n-width in general Banach space, but of course it does
not in Hilbert space as it follows easily from the decomposition of X into XA⊕X⊥

A ,
where XA denotes the vectorial space spanned by A. We thus have

dn(A,XA) = dn(A,X) . (2)

We derive from the theorem that the quantity

inf{ sup
u∈S(D)

inf
y∈Xn

‖x− y‖X : Xn = Span{u(µ1), . . . , u(µn), µi ∈ D}} (3)

converges to zero (almost at the same speed as dn(S(D);X) provided very little
regularity exists in the parameter dependancy of the solution u(µ), and an expo-
nential convergence is achieved in many cases since analyticity in the parameter is
quite frequent.

This is at the basics of the reduced basis method. Indeed we are led to choose
properly a sequence of parameters µ1, . . . , µn, · · · ∈ D, then define the vectorial
space XN = Span{u(µ1), . . . , u(µN )} and look for an approximation of u(µ) in
XN .
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Let us consider for example an elliptic problem : Find u(µ) ∈ X such that

a(u(µ), v;µ) = f(v), ∀v ∈ X . (4)

Here X is some Hilbert space, and a is a continuous and elliptic, bilinear form in
its two first arguments, regular in the parameter dependancy and f is some given
continuous linear form. We assume for the sake of simplicity that the ellipticity is
uniform with respect to µ ∈ D: ∃α > 0

∀µ ∈ D,∀u ∈ X, a(u, u;µ) ≥ α‖u‖2X ,

an that the continuity of a is uniform with respect to µ ∈ D as well: ∃γ > 0

∀µ ∈ D,∀u, v ∈ X, |a(u, v;µ)| ≤ γ‖u‖X‖v‖X .

It is classical to state that, under the previous hypothesis, problem (4) has
a unique solution for any µ ∈ D. The Galerkin method is a standard way to
approximate the solution to (4) provided that a finite dimensional subspace XN

on X is given. It consists in : Find uN (µ) ∈ XN such that

a(uN (µ), vN ;µ) = f(vN ), ∀vN ∈ XN , (5)

which similarly has a unique solution uN (µ). Cea’s lemma then states that

‖u(µ)− uN (µ)‖X ≤ (1 +
γ

α
) inf

vN∈XN

‖u(µ)− vN‖X . (6)

The best choice for the basis element u(µ1), . . . , u(µN ) of XN would be those that
realize the infimum in (3), i.e. the ones that realize the maximum of the volume
VN (u(µ1), . . . , u(µN )). Unfortunately, this is not a constructive method and we
generally refer to a greedy algorithm such as the following one:

µ1 = arg sup
µ∈D

‖u(µ)‖X ,

µi+1 = arg sup
µ∈D

‖u(µ)− Piu(µ)‖X ,
(7)

where Pi is the orthogonal projection onto Vi = span{u(µ1), . . . , u(µi)} or a variant
of it that is explained at the end of section 4. The convergence proof for the related
algorithm is somehow more complex and presented in a quite general settings in
[1].

3. An example of a priori analysis.

The previous notion of n-width is quite convenient because it is rather general,
in spirit, and provides a tool to reflect the rapid convergence of the reduced basis
method but it is not much constructive nor qualitatively informative. We are thus
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going to consider a particular example where the parametrized “bilinear” form
a : X ×X ×D → R is defined as follows

a(w, v;µ) ≡ a0(w, v) + µa1(w, v) ; (8)

here the bilinear forms a0 : X × X → R and a1 : X × X → R are continuous,
symmetric and positive semi-definite, D ≡ [0, µmax], and we assume that a0 is
coercive. It follows from our assumptions that there exists a real positive constant
γ1 such that

0 ≤ a1(v, v)
a0(v, v)

≤ γ1, ∀ v ∈ X . (9)

For the hypotheses stated above, it is readily demonstrated that the problem (4)
satisfies uniformly the Lax Milgram hypothesis.

Many situations may be modeled by this rather simple problem statement (4),
(8). It can be the conduction in thin plates and µ represents the convective heat
transfer coefficient, it can also be a variable-property heat transfer, then 1 + µ is
the ratio of thermal conductivities in domains ...

The analysis that we did in [12] involves the eigenproblem : Find (ϕ ∈ X,λ ∈
R), satisfying a1(ϕ, v) = λ a0(ϕ, v), ∀ v ∈ X. Indeed the solution u(µ) to problem
(4) can be expressed as

u(·, µ) =
∫

f(ϕ)ϕ(·;λ)
1 + µλ

dλ . (10)

The dependancy in µ is thus explicitly expressed and we can propose to approxi-
mate u(µ) by a linear combination of well chosen u(µi). This can be done through
interpolation at the µi by polynomials. It is interesting to notice at this point that
we have a large choice in the variable in which the polynomial can be expressed.
Indeed since we are interested through this interpolation process to a evaluate the
best fit, a polynomial in µ may not be the best choice but rather a polynomial in 1

µ ,
eµ or else.... in [12] we have considered a polynomial approximation in the variable
τ = ln(µ+ δ−1), where δ is some positive real number. The analysis then involves
the interpolation operator at equidistant points (in the τ variable) for which we
were able to get an upper bound used, in turn, to qualify the best fit result

Lemma 3.1. There exists a constant C > 0 and a positive integer Ncrit such that
for N ≥ Ncrit

inf
wN∈XN

‖u(µ)− wN‖X ≤ C exp
{
−N
Ncrit

}
, ∀µ ∈ D ,

where Ncrit ≡ c∗e ln(γ µmax + 1).

This analysis of [12] leads to at least three remarks :

Remark 3.2. a) The analysis of the best fit done here suggests to use sample
points µi that are equidistant when transformed in the τ variable. We performed
some numerical tests to check whether this sampling gives indeed better results
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than more conventional ones (of course you should avoid equidistant in the orig-
inal µ variable, but we tried e.g. Chebyshev points) and this was actually the
case. Unfortunately, in more general situations and especially in higher parameter
dimensions, we have no clue of a direct constructive best sampling method.
b) For a given sampling µi, one can propose an interpolation procedure to approx-
imate u(µ) which is more simple than referring to a Galerkin approach. Indeed,
an approximation

u(µ) '
N∑

i=1

αi(µ)u(µi) ,

can be proposed by using coefficients that are the Lagrange interpolation basis in
the chosen variable (above it was τ = ln(µ+δ−1), i.e. the mapping τ 7→ αi(µ(τ)) is
a polynomial of degree ≤ N and αi(µj) = δij). The problem is that the expression
of αi(µ) depends on the best choice of variable which is unknown and within a
set that is quite infinite providing a range of results that are quite different. Since
for a given general problem we have no clue of the best interpolation system, the
Galerkin approach makes sense, indeed ......
c) In opposition, the Galerkin approach does not require any preliminary analysis
on guessing the way the solution depends upon the parameter. Its superiority over
interpolation process comes from the fact stated in Cea’s lemma that the approxi-
mation that is obtained, up to some multiplicative constant, gives the optimal best
fit, even if we do not know the rate at which the convergence is going.

Finally, as is often the case, we should indicate that the a priori analysis helps to
have confidence in developing the method but, at the end of a given computation,
a computable a posteriori estimator should be designed in order to qualify the
approximation. This is even more true with such new surrogate approximation in
order to replace the expertise a user may have in his preferred method, e.g. his
intuition on the choice of the discretization parameter to get acceptable discrete
solutions. This is the purpose of the next section.

4. An example of a posteriori analysis.

Most of the time, the complete knowledge of the solution of the problem (4) is not
required. What is required, is outputs computed from the solution s = s(u), where
s is some continuous functional defined over X. In order to have a hand over this
output, the reduced basis method consists first in computing uN ∈ XN solution of
the Galerkin approximation (5), then propose sN = s(uN ) as an approximation of
s. Assuming Lipschitz condition (ex. linear case) over s, it follows that

|s− sN | ≤ c‖u− uN‖X . (11)

Thus any information over the error in the energy norm will allow to get verifi-
cation (provided you are able to evaluate c). Actually it is well known that the
convergence of sN towards s most often goes faster. This is standard but we go
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back over it since this will prove usefull in the sequel. Let us assume we are in the
linear output case where s ≡ ` is a linear continuous mapping over X. It is then
standard to introduce the adjoint state, solution of the following problem : find
ψ ∈ X

a(v, ψ;µ) = −`(v), ∀v ∈ X. (12)

The error in the output is then (remember that, for any φN ∈ XN , a(u, φN ;µ) =
a(uN , φN ;µ) = (f, φN ))

sN − s = `(uN )− `(u)
= a(u, ψ;µ)− a(uN , ψ;µ)
= a(u, ψ − φN ;µ)− a(uN , ψ − φN ;µ), ∀φN ∈ XN (13)
= a(u− uN , ψ − φN ;µ), ∀φN ∈ XN

≤ c‖u− uN‖X‖ψ − φN‖X , ∀φN ∈ XN ,

so that the best fit of ψ in XN can be chosen in order to improve the first error
bound (11) that was proposed for |s− sN |.

For instance if ψN is the solution of the Galerkin approximation to ψ in XN ,
we get

|s− sN | ≤ c‖u− uN‖X‖ψ − ψN‖X . (14)

Actually, the approximation of ψ in XN may not be very accurate since XN is well
suited for approximating the elements u(µ) and — except in the case where ` = f
named the complient case — a separate reduced space X̃N should be built which
provides an associated approximation ψ̃N . Then an improved approximation for
`(u) is given by `imp = `(uN )−a(uN , ψ̃N )+f(ψ̃N ) since (14) holds with ‖ψ−ψ̃N‖X

for which a better convergence rate is generally observed.
Even improved, this result is still a priori business and it does not allow to

qualify the approximation for a given computation. In order to get a posteriori
information, between `(u) and `(uN ) (or `imp), we have to get a hand on the
residuals in the approximations of the primal and dual problems. We introduce
for any v ∈ X,

Rpr(v;µ) = a(uN , v;µ)− < f, v >, Rdu(v;µ) = −a(v, ψ̃N ;µ)− `(v). (15)

We then compute the reconstructed errors associated with the previous resid-
uals. These are the solutions of the following problems

2α
∫
∇êpr(du)∇v = Rpr(du)(v;µ), ∀v , (16)

we then have

Theorem 4.1. Let s− = `imp−α
∫

[∇(êpr + êdu)]2 then s− ≤ s. In addition, there
exists two constants 0 < c ≤ C such that

c|s− sN | ≤ s− s− ≤ C|s− sN |.
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Proof. Let us denote by eN the difference between the exact solution and the
approximated one eN = u− uN . From (16), we observe that

2α
∫
∇êpr∇eN = −a(eN , eN ;µ)

and

2α
∫
∇êdu∇eN = −a(eN , ψ̃N ;µ)− `(eN ) = f(ψ̃N )− a(uN , ψ̃N )− `(eN ).

Taking this into account allows to write

`imp − α

∫
∇(êpr + êdu)2 = `(uN )− a(uN , ψ̃N ) + f(ψ̃N )− α

∫
∇(êpr + êdu)2

= `(u)− α

∫
∇(eN + êpr + êdu)2 − a(eN , eN ;µ) + α

∫
[∇eN ]2 , (17)

and the proof follows from the uniform ellipticity of a(., .;µ).

Despite the fact that we have avoided to speak about any discretization so far,
theorem 4.1 is already informative in the sense that in order to obtain s−, the
problem (16) to be solved, is parameter independent and simpler than the original
one, provided that we have a good evaluation of the ellipticity constant. In section
6 we shall explain how to transform these constructions in a method that can be
implemented. Before this we should explain how the previous estimator may help
in designing a good choice for the elements of the reduced basis, providing a third
alternative to the greedy algorithm presented in (7). Currently indeed, we have
two alternative, either a random approach (that generally works not so badly) or
select out of a large number of pre-computed solution {ui}i, the best sample from a
SVD approach by reducing the matrix of scalar products (ui, uj). The former lacks
of fiability, the latter is is a quite expensive approach and is mostly considered in
a pre analysis framework as is explained in the next section. In order to reduce
the cost of the off-line stage we can propose a greedy algorithm that combines the
reduced approximation and the error evaluation :

• take a first parameter (randomly)

• use a (one dimensional) reduced basis approach over a set of parameter values
(chosen randomly) and select, as a second parameter, the one for which the
associated predicted error s+ − s− is the largest.

this gives now a 2 dimensional reduced basis method.

• use this (2 dimensional) reduced basis approach over the same set of param-
eters and select, as a third parameter, the one for which the associated error
is the largest.

this gives a 3 dimensional reduced basis method...
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• and proceed...

Note that we then only compute accurately the solutions corresponding to the
parameters that are selected this way.

The a posteriori approach that has been presented above relies on the uniform
ellipticity of the bilinear form and the knowledge of the ellipticity constant. For
more general problems, where only, nonuniform inf-sup conditions are valid (e.g.
noncoercive Helmholtz acoustics problem which becomes singular as we approach
resonance) smarter definitions should be considered. We refer to [18] for improved
methods in this direction.

5. Some pragmatic considerations

Now that some basics on the reduced basis method have been presented, it is
interesting to understand if the problem you have in mind is actually eligible to this
type of approximation. We are thus going to propose some pragmatic arguments
that may help in the preliminary verification. First of all, let us note that we have
illustrated the discretization on linear elliptic problems, of course this is just for the
sake of simplicity, non linear problem [11, 19, 20] so as time dependent problems
[7, 17] can be solved by these methods. Second, many things can be considered as
a valid parameter: this can be the size of some simple geometric domain on which
the solution is searched [16] , but it can be the shape itself [13] (the parameter
in the former case is a multireal entity while in the latter it is a functional), the
parameter can also be the time [7, 17] , or the position of some given singularities
[2] . . .

For all these choices, a fair regularity in the parameter is expected and wished
so that the n-width goes fast to zero. An important remark has to be done here
in order the size of the reduced basis be the smallest possible. Indeed, it may be
smart to preprocess the precomputed solutions in order they look more similar.
An example is given in [2] where quantum problem are considered; the solutions
to these problems present some singularities at the position of the nuclei. If the
position of the nuclei is the parameter we consider, it is useful to transform each
solution in a reference configuration where the singularities/nuclei are at a unique
place; the solutions are then much more comparable. Another example is given
by the solution of the incompressible Stokes and Navier Stokes problem where the
shape of the computational domain is the parameter; in order to be able to com-
pare them properly, they have to be mapped on a unique (reference) domain. This
is generally done through a simple change of variable. In case of the velocity, it is
a vector field that is divergence free and a “standard” change of variable will (gen-
erally) not preserve this feature. The Piola transform (that actually corresponds
to the classical change of variable over the potential function) allows to have the
velocity fields transformed over the reference domain while preserving the diver-
gence free condition as is demonstrated in [9]. These preprocessing steps allow to
diminish the n-width of S(D) and it pays to be smart!!
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In order to sustain the intuition on the potential of the reduced basis concept,
a classical way is to use a SVD approach. Let us assume that we have a bunch
of solutions ui = u(µi), snapshots of the space S(D) of solutions to our problem.
Out of these, the correlation matrix (ui, uj) which is symmetric can be reduced
to its eigen-form, with positive eigenvectors that, ranked in decreasing order, go
to zero. The high speed of convergence towards zero of the eigenvalues ranked in
decreasing order will sustain the intuition that the reduced basis method will work.
Indeed, the n-width is directly related to the size of the eigenvalues larger than the
n+ 1th. The idea is that if the number of eigenvectors associated with the largest
eigenvalues is small, then the method is viable. In order to sustain this, you can
also consider, momentarily, the space XN spanned by the eigenvectors associated
with the N largest eigenvalues and analyze the norm of the difference between the
snapshots in S(D) and their best fit in XN . Note that we do not claim that this
is a cheap constructive method: this procedure consists in a pre-analysis of the
potential of the reduced basis method to approximate the problem you consider.
If the norm of the error goes to zero sufficiently fast, you know that a Galerkin
approach will provide the same order of convergence and the method is worth
trying. We insist on the fact that this pre-analysis is not mendatory, it is only to
help in understanding what you should expect, “at best” from the reduced basis
approximation. In particular the greedy approach presented in section 4 has to
be preferred to the SVD approach that we discussed above for the determination
of the elements that are to be incorporated in the reduced basis space, if you
do not want to spend too much time during the off-line stage. Note also that
the greedy approach provides solutions, that, when their number becomes large,
become more and more linearly dependent (actually this is one of the aspects
of the low n-width) and thus, for stability purposes it is important, through a
Gramm-Schmidt process, to extract, from these solutions, orthonormal elements
that will be the actual elements of the reduced basis: these will be named (ζi)i.
This does not change the potential approximation properties of the reduced basis
but improves, to a large extent, the stability of the implementation.

Finally, the preselection may be quite generous in the sense that you may be
interested to select more than N basis functions, N being an evaluation of the
dimension of the reduced basis for most problems. The reason for this comes from
the conclusion of the a posteriori analysis that may tell you to increase the size
of the reduced basis, suggesting you to work with N + 2 (say) instead of N basis
functions. This again is a feature of exponentially rapid convergence that lead to a
large difference between the accuracy provided by XN and XN+2 (say). It is time
now to give some details on the implementation of the method.

6. Implementation issues.

We start by emphasizing tha any reduced basis method necessarily involves the
implementation of a more “classical” approximation method. Indeed — except for
very particular and uninteresting problems — the knowledge of the solutions, that
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we named ui, is impossible without referring to a discretization method (e.g. of
finite element, spectral type...). This is also the case for the ζ that are coming out
from some shaping of the basis, e.g. Gram Schmidt, as explained earlier. This is
the reason why reduced basis methods should not be considered as competitor to
standard approximation methods but only as surrogates.

This implies, though, some difficulties since the elements of the reduced basis
are only known through a preliminary computation basis, which, if we want the
solution ui to be well approximated, has to be very large. Knowing this, the rule
of the game for the efficient implementation of any reduced basis method is to
strictly prohibit any online reference to the extended basis. We allow offline pre-
computations of the solutions (that involves the extended basis) and some offline
cross contribution of these solutions (based on their expression with respect to the
extended basis) but this is forbidden online. Following [16], we explain in the next
subsection how this can be done.

6.1. Black box approach. The solution procedure involves the evaluation
of the elements of the stiffness matrix a(ζi, ζj ;µ), 1 ≤ i, j ≤ N that depends on
the current parameter µ. This computation involves some derivatives and the
evaluation of integrals, that have to be performed and this may be very lengthy. It
should be stated here that the implementation of the reduced type method has to
be much faster than the solution procedure that was used to compute the reduced
basis, much means many order of magnitude. The O(dimXN )2 entrees of the
stiffness matrix have thus to be evaluated through some smart way.

Let us begin by the easy case that is named affine parametric dependance where
the entries a(ζi, ζj ;µ) appear to read

a(ζi, ζj ;µ) =
∑

p

gp(µ)ap(ζn, ζm) , (18)

where the bilinear forms ap are parameter independent. Many simple problems
where the parameter are local constitutive coefficients or local zooming isotropic
or non isotropic factors, enter in this framework. The expensive computation of
the ap,n,m = ap(ζn, ζm) can be done offline, once the reduced basis is constructed;
these ap,n,m are stored and, for each new problem, the evaluation of the stiffness
matrix is done, online, in P ×N2 operations, and solved in O(dimX3

N ) operations.
These figures are coherent with the rapid evaluation of the reduced basis method.

6.2. A posteriori implementation. Under the same affine dependance
hypothesis on a, it is easy to explain how the a posteriori analysis can be im-
plemented, resulting in a fast on-line solution procedure, provided some off-line
computations are made. First of all the computation of ψ̃N can be implemented
in the space X̃N = Span{ξ1, . . . , ξN )} exactly as above for the computation of
uN . Taking into account (18), together with the expressions obtained from the
inversion of problem (5) and (12): uN =

∑N
i=1 αiζi and ψ̃N =

∑N
i=1 α̃iξi, we can

write
Rpr(v, µ) =

∑
p

∑
i

gp(µ)αiap(ζi, v)− (f, v) ,
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and
Rdu(v, µ) = −

∑
p

∑
j

gp(µ)α̃jap(v, ξj)− `(v) ,

hence by solving numerically , off-line, each of the problems

2α
∫
∇epr,p,i∇v = ap(ζi, v) (19)

2α
∫
∇epr,0∇v = (f, v) (20)

2α
∫
∇edu,p,j∇v = ap(v, ξj) (21)

2α
∫
∇edu,0∇v = `(v) , (22)

allows to write the numerical solutions of (16) as a linear combinaison of the
elements previously computed (e.g. êpr =

∑
p

∑
i gp(µ)αie

pr,p,i − epr,0) in O(PN)
operations.

6.3. Magic points. The hypothesis of affine parametric dependancy is rather
restrictive, and has to be generalized. In case of quadratic of cubic dependancy,
this is quite straightforward but even for linear problems such as Laplace problem,
when e.g. geometry is the parameter, this is rarely the case and another approach
has to be designed. In order to get a better understanding of the method, let
us first indicate that, when the geometry is the parameter, the solutions have to
be mapped over a reference domain Ω̂. Let us assume that we want to compute
d(ζi, ζj ; Ω) where

d(u, v; Ω) =
∫

Ω

uvdA =
∫

Ω̂

uvJΦdÂ ,

where JΦ is a Jacobian of the transformation that maps Ω̂ onto Ω. There is no
reason in the general case that JΦ will be affine so that the previous approach will
not work. It is nevertheless likely that there exists a sequence of well chosen trans-
formations Φ∗

1,..,Φ
∗
M ,... such that JΦ may be well approximated by an expansion

JΦ '
∑M

k=1 βkJΦ∗
k
. An approximation of d(ζi, ζj ; Ω) will then be given by

d(ζi, ζj ; Ω) '
M∑

k=1

βk

∫
Ω̂

ζ̂iζ̂jJΦ∗
k
dÂ , (23)

and again, the contributions
∫
Ω̂
ζ̂iζ̂jJΦ∗

k
dÂ will be pre-computed offline. We do not

elaborate here on how the Φ∗
k are selected, and refer to [9], what we want to address

is the evaluation of the coefficients βk = βk(Ω) in the approximation of JΦ above.
The idea is to use an interpolation procedure as is explained in [6]. Let x1 be the
point where |JΦ∗

1
| achieves its maximum value. Assuming then that x1, ..., xn have

been defined, and are such that the n×n matrix with entries JΦ∗
k
(x`), 1 ≤ k, ` ≤ n

is invertible, we define xn+1 as being the point where rn+1 = |JΦ∗
n+1

−
∑n

k=1 γkJΦ∗
k
|
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achieves it maximum value, here the scalar γk are defined so that rn+1 vanishes at
any (x`) for ` = 1, ..., n. The definition of the points x` is possible as long the Φ`

are chosen such that the JΦ∗
`

are linearly independent (see [6]). The βk are then
evaluated also through the interpolation process

JΦ(x`) =
M∑

k=1

βkJΦ∗
k
(x`), ∀1 ≤ ` ≤M . (24)

We have not much theory confirming the very good results that we obtain (which
makes us call these interpolation point “magic”). An indicator that allows to be
quite confident in the interpolation process is the fact that the Lebesgue constant
attached to the previously built points is, in all example we have encountered, is
rather limited.

Note that the same interpolation approach allows to compute the reconstructed
errors with a compatible complexity as in the previous subsection.

The same magic point method has to be used also for the implementation of
the reduced basis method for nonlinear problems. Actually, denoting by zi =
NL(ui) the nonlinear expression involved in the problem, provided that the set
ZM = Span{zi, 1 ≤ i ≤M} has a small width, the interpolation process presented
above allows both to determine a good interpolation set and a good associated
interpolation nodes, we refer to ([6]) for more details on the implementation and
to numerical results.

7. Some extensions

7.1. Eigenvalue problems. We end this paper by noticing that the re-
duced basis method can actually be found, at least in spirit, in many other ap-
proximations. There are indeed many numerical approaches that, in order to tackle
a complex problem, use the knowledge of the solution of similar but simpler prob-
lems to facilitate the approximation. In this direction, the modal synthesis method
provides a method to solve approximately eigenvalue problems on large structures
based on the knowledge of the eigenvalues and eigenfunctions of the same prob-
lem on substructures. We refer e.g. to [4, 5] for more details on a high order
implementation of these approaches.

Similarly, again, one of the approaches for the resolution of Hartree Fock prob-
lem in quantum chemistry is the L.C.A.O. method that consists in approximating
the wave function of a molecule by linear combination of atomic orbitals that are
nothing but solutions to the same problem on an atom, instead of a molecule. The
atomic orbitals are indeed the approximations of Hydrogenoid functions (the con-
tracted Gaussians have to be seen this way) that are the solutions of the electronic
problem of one electron around a nucleus. This similarity is the guideline for the
extension that is proposed in ([3, 2]).

At this level, it is also interesting to note that the reduced basis method, for
an eigenvalue problem as the one encountered in the two previous cases, may
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be very appropriate since it can be proven that, letting ui denote the set of all
first P eigenvectors of an eigenvalue problem depending on a parameter µ, ui ≡
(e1(µi), .., ep(µi)), then the approximation of this complete set of eigenvectors can
be done with the same linear combinaison. More precisely it is possible to get an
accurate approximation method based on

u(µ) '
P∑

i=1

αiui, ∀j, ej(µ) '
P∑

i=1

αie
j(µi)

instead of

ej(µ) '
P∑

i=1

αj
i e

j(µi).

Again we refer to ([2]), for more details on this.

7.2. The reduced element method. In the reduced basis element method
introduced in [13], we consider the geometry of the computational domain to be
the generic parameter. The domain is decomposed into smaller blocks, all of them
can be viewed as the deformation of a few reference shapes. Associated with each
reference shape are previously computed solutions (typically computed over differ-
ent deformations of the reference shapes). The precomputed solutions are mapped
from the reference shapes to the different blocks of the decomposed domain, and
the solution on each block is found as a linear combination of the mapped pre-
computed solutions. The solutions on the different blocks are glued together using
Lagrange multipliers.

To be more precise, we assume that the domain Ω where the computation
should be performed can be written as the non-overlapping union of subdomains
Ωk:

Ω =
K⋃

k=1

Ω
k
, Ωk ∩ Ω` = ∅, for k 6= ` . (25)

Next, we assume that each subdomain Ωk is the deformation of the “reference”
domain Ω̂ through a regular enough, and one to one, mapping. In an off-line stage,
this reference geometry has been “filled up” with reference reduced basis solutions
û1, û2, .., ûN to the problem that is under evaluation. Hence, together with this
geometric decomposition, a functional decomposition is proposed since every Ωk ;
this allows us to define the finite dimensional space

YN = {v ∈ L2(Ω), v|Ωk =
N∑

i=1

αk
iF−1

k [ûi]} , (26)

which is a set of uncoupled, element by element, discrete functions, where Fk

allows to transform functions defined over Ω̂ into functions defined over Ωk. This
is generally not yet adequate for the approximation of the problem of interest since
some glue at the interfaces γk,` between two adjacent domains Ω

k ∩ Ω
`

has to be
added to the elements of YN , the glue depending on the type of equations we
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are interested to solve (it will be relaxed C0–continuity condition for a Laplace
operator, or more generally relaxed C1–continuity condition for a fourth-order
operator.

At this stage it should be noticed that, modulo an increase of complexity in the
notations, there may exist not only one reference domain Ω̂ filled with its reduced
basis functions but a few numbers so that the user can have more flexibilities in
the design of the final global shape by assembling deformed basic shapes like a
plumber would do for a central heating installation.

The reduced basis element method is then defined as a Galerkin approximation
over the space XN being defined from YN by imposing these relaxed continuity
constraints. We refer to [9, 10] for more details on the implementation for for
hierarchical fluid flow systems that can be decomposed into a series of pipes and
bifurcations.
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